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On Asymptotic properties of the Least Squares

Estimators for Autoregressive Time Series
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SUDIII&ry

Let n observations Yl' Y2' • .. ,Yn be generated by the IDOdel

Yt • p Yt - 1 + e t ' where YO is a fixed constant and {et } is a

sequence of martingale differences with a constant conditional variance

and bounded (2~)-th IDOment. Properties of the regression estimator

of p are obtained under the assumption p. 1. Extensions for the

p-th order stochastic difference equation with a unit root are given.
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1. IDtroductloa. Co.nsider the autoregressive IIIOdel

where YO· 0 , p is a real UUDlber, and the et are uncorrelated random

variables. Given n observations Y1' Y2, ••• ,Yn , the least squares

estimator of p is

(2) •

I

•

Mann and Wald (1943) established that the l1m1ting distribution of

the least squares esti_tor is normal, for IpI < 1 under the

assumption that {et } is a sequence of independent nor1l81 random

variables with mean zero and variance a2 [i.e., et NID(0,a2)} •

Anderson (1959) extended Maan and Wald's result to the case where et are

assumed to be independent (0,a2 ) random variables with bounded
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(2 + d)-th moments, for some d > o. White (1958) obtained a
...

representation for the l1m1ting distribution of n(p-1) under the

assumptions that the et are NID(0,a2) and p - 1 •

Bannan and Heyde (1972), Bannan and Nicholls (1972), Reinsel (1976),

Fuller (1976), Anderson and Taylor (1979), and Fuller, Basza, aDd Goebel

(1981) considered the estimation of a p-th order stochastic difference

equation

where {'ti} are fixed sequences and the roots of the characteristic

equation

are less than unity in absolute value. Crowder (1980) obtained the

asymptotic distribution of the least squares estimators of the

parameters of (3) for the case where it 18 assumed that {et } is a

sequence of martingale differences and the roots of (4) are less than

unity in absolute value.

Dickey (1976), Fuller (1976), and Dicky and Fuller (1979)

considered the estimation of equation (3) assuming ODe of the roots of

the equation (4) to be one, {et } to be a sequence of independent

normal (0 t 0 2 ) random variables, and the set {• ti } to include the
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constant fuucti011 and ti_. Fuller, Hasza and Goebel (1981) extended

the results of Dickey and Fuller to the case where {et } is assumed to

be a sequence of independent (O,a2 ) randoa variables with bounded

(5) !(etIFt_1) • 0

!(a~IFt-l) • a2

a.s.

a.s.

I
and

!(e~+4) < L <. for some L , and 4 > 0 ,

where Ft is the a-field ganerated by {aI' ~, ••• , e t } •

2 • lapreaen~.ttoaa for the l:bd.t d1a~r1bat1oaa. Let Yt satisfy (l)

with ~. 1 and let et satisfy (5). The statistic analogous to the

regression t-statistic for the test of the hypothesis that ~. 1 is

(6)

..

T •

•
where ~ is defined by (2) and



(7) 2 -1
S - (n-2)

6

.. ..
Because the statistics p and T are ratios-of quadratic forma, we

assume without loss of generality that a2 - 1. Following Dickey

(1976), we have

.. n 1
n(p-l) - (t y2 )

t-1 t-1

Since the conditional variance of et is assumed to be a constant,

I cov(e~, e;) - 0 , for t ~ j •

and it follows fro. Theor.. 2.13 of Hall and Heyde (1980, p.29)~ that

p ;> 1 •

Therefore,

•

(8)

where

n(; - 1) - (2f )-l(~ - 1) + a (1) ,n n p
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T _;h y
n n-1

n-1 1
- t a Z + 0 (n- 12)

i-I in in p

Y~-1

,

•

A1n - (t)sec2 (n-1)W/(2n-l»), 1 - 1,2, ••• , n-1

Z • M e
'V ~ 'VQ

- (Zl ' Z2 , ••• , Z 1 )',n n u- ,n

!n - (e1 , ~, ••• , en- 1) , ,

and t! is an orthonormal matrix whose (1,t)-th element is
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We now give two results that are used in the derivation of the

l1J11ting distribution of (Tn' rn). The following Lemma is an

extension of Lemma 1 of Dickey and Fuller (1979) and the proof is

O1Il1tted.

Lemma 1. Suppose {Zin: i • 1,2, ... , n-1j n • 1,2, ... } is a triangular

array of randOli variables. Suppose I(Zin)· 0 , Var(Zin) • a2 , and

Cov(Zin' Zjn) • 0 for i;j. Let {Wi: i • 1,2, ••• } be a sequence of

real numbers and let {win: i - 1,2, ... , n-1j n • 1,2, ... } be aI tr1aDgu.lar array of teal _n. U

and

then

•
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n-1 n-l
t wi Zi - t wiZi + 0 (1) •

i-I n n i-I n p

The liDliting distribution of {Zin} is obtained in the following

leDllll&.

Lemma 2. Let {e
t

} be a sequence of randolll variables satisfying

conditions (5). Let ~ be an (n-1) by (n-I) orthonorul latrix

with

u_ sup I-it(n) I - 0
n'" 1Ctcn-1

for each fixed i, where lIlit(n) is the (i,t)-th ele.nt of ~.

Then for a fixed k,

where

and
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Proof. Let n be an arbitrary vector such that !lIn - 1. Consider

S - nlZ (k)n v ~

n-l
• t X

tal tn

where

and

d tn.

We apply the results of Scott (1973) to obtain. the result. Note that

and
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because !1n is orthogonal. Therefore,

- s2 a.e.nn

and the first c:ondition of Scott's theorem is satisfied. To verify the

secoad condition, consider

0.-1
s:; t E(X~ I<IXt I > e a)]

t-l n n

because

•
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+0 as n+·,

where Y - 2(2+d)-1. Therefore, the second condition of Scott's

theorem is satisfied aDd

-1 L..
snn Sn ~~ N(O,I) •

Now we obtain the l1JD1ting distribution of

[]

I

•Theor. 1. Let {Zi}i-l be a sequence of independent Qormal (0,1)

random variables. Let Yt satisfy (1) with p - 1. Let e t satisfy

(5). Let ~ - (Tn' f n ) , where Tn and f n are defined in (8).

Let ,'- (T, f) , where

T •

•

•
f • t Y~ Z~ ,

1-1

1+1 ~
y • (-1) t y~i 1

and
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Y~ • 4( (21-1)w ]-2 •

Then ~ converges in discribuc10n co ~.

Proof. PrOil (8) aDd Le_ 1, ic follows chac

where

Also, since

we obCain

Noce chac for a fixed k,

k n-l
T - t a1Z1 + t aiZift + 0p(l) •

n i-I n i-k+l U
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Por a fixed k, frOB Lemma 2 lt follows that

k k
t a1Z1 ~ t a1Z1 as n + •

1-1 n 1-1

and as k + •

Also,

which converges to zero as k tends to inflnity, UD1forDLly in n.

Therefore, uslng L_ 6.3 of Puller (1976),

T l> T
n

and

L
~-> , [J

•
Corollary 1. Let Yt satlsfy (1) with p - 1. Let e t satisfy

(5). Then
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and

... L.. 1 lI-
t' ~~ '2 r- 2 (T2 - 1) ,

... ...
where P and t' are defined by (2) and (6), respectively.

Proof. The proof is an 1DIaediate consequence of Theorea 1 because the..
denominator of P is a continuous function of n that bas probability

one of being positive. Note under the model (1),

2 -1
n ...

S - (n-2) t (Y
e

- P y
t
_

1
)2

I
t-2

_ (n-2)-1
n

2 -1t et + open ). [J
t-1

The remaining results of Dickey and Fuller (1979), eztend to the c:aae

where e t is aaau.ed to satisfy (5) and are given in Pantula (1982).

We now eztend the results of Fuller, Basza and Goebel (1981), (lBG

for short), to the case where {et } is a sequence of martingale

differences. Consider the model given in (3). We consider two cases of

practical interest: (a) 't1 =1 and (b) 't1 =1, 't2 - t. We use

the notation of lIlG. An extension of TIleorea 2 of FHG is given in the

following theorem•

•
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Theora Z. Let lIOdel (3) hold with lIll - 1 and ~t lIl3t".t

1Ilp less than one in absolute value t where the lilt are the roots of

vi - CI .p-l - ••• - CI . • O. Lee {et } be a sequence of martingale1 p

differences satisfying the conditions (5). Assume that

E[e4+Z6 ] < M<. for some M and 6 > O. Let
t

a • [~n X' X ]-1 [~n X' Y]
~(u)n ~t·l ~(u)tn~(u)tn ~t.l ~(u)tn t t

where l(u)tn is defined in (16) of lBG. Let g(u)n be the diagonal

matrix whose elements are the square roots of the diagonal elements of

I
6 • a-I G 112 D (8 - a )
-n ~(u)n~(u)n ~(u)n ~(u)n t

where G(ltZ) is the positive definite square root of G( )
~un ~un

is defined in (l6) of FIIG. AsauE that the conditions (l0) t

and !(u)n

(11), (In,
..

(l8) and (19) of FIlG hold. then the last element of ~ converges in.. ..
distribution to the statistic T~ for case (a) and to TT for ease..

TT are characterized in Dickey and Fuller
..

(b), where T and
~

(1979). The limiting distribution of the remaining

•

..
q + P - 1 elements of ~ is normal with zero mean and identity

covariance matrix for both cases •
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Proof. Using the arguments of FUG. it follows that the first q

elements of the last ~ of ~(u)n converge in probability to zero. To

show that the next (p-l) elements of the last row of ~(u)n converge

in probability to zero. we need to establish that

*for i· 1.2 ••••• j and j. 1.2••••• p-l • where vk are defined in

FBG. Note that

Since t~-olv~1 <•• the first term is of Open) • Because

if at IDOst two subscripts are equal and because the e~ are

uncorrelated. it follows that

var(t~.1 t~.i v~_lel. t:.1~) • O(n2 ) •
;111

•
Therefore. the first q + P - 1 elements of the elements of G()"'un
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converge in probability to zero. The last ele_nt of

-1 n
e(u)n tt_1 ~(u)tIlet is

(9) -

I

•

+ + + + +where u
t

- Atn + Btn and Atn and Btn are defined in PHG. From the

results of Theorea 1 the limiting distribution of the first quantity on..
the right of (9) is that of the TII-atatistic for case (a) and that of..
TT for case (b).

From the results of Crowder (1980), it follows that the limiting

-1 n
distribution of the remaining elements of e(u)n tt_1 !(u)tnet is

. ( 4+26]multivariate n01'1ll&1. The condition ! e t < M<. is sufficient to

establish the Lindeberg condition of Crowder (1980). (]

Si1ll1lar arguments can be used to extend Theorem 3 of PHG to the

case where {et } is a sequence of lI&rtinga1e differences with constant

conditional variance and bounded (4+26)-th moments.
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